linguistic unit -at a time. Yet deviations from iconicity are frequent and signed words, like spoken words, typically consist of linear sequences of 'locations' and 'movements' . The most striking difference lies in the importance of facial expression: in signed languages this can have many of the functions that grammar and intonation do in spoken languages.
Deaf people not exposed to sign languages may invent their own restricted system of communication, known as 'home-sign': a pidgin, which lacks many of the properties of a real language. In being passed on to succeeding generations, a pidgin may become a creole (the speaker's or signer's native language), and eventually turn into a full-fledged language. Pidgins have minimal morphology, creoles somewhat more, and full-fledged languages may be morphologically rich. This progression, if it occurs without influence from other languages, is what Fox suggests can reveal innate properties of mind, and is what motivated the expedition to examine ABSL. But there are problems. Influence from other languages, both signed and spoken, has been considerable. Moreover, although pidgins are typologically identifiable, creoles are not linguistically well defined, and it is a fallacy that languages generally develop a rich morphology over time: some do (French), some do not (Chinese), and some lose much of their morphology (English).
Nevertheless, ABSL would indeed provide evidence for the operation of the human language faculty if it really had become "without doubt a fully functioning language". Suggestive evidence for the claim comes from the marking of grammatical relations, demonstrated syntactically by use of word order, or morphologically by use of agreement. Most sign languages rely on the latter, but ABSL chooses the former -a rigid subject-object-verb order.
Beyond this, the conclusions drawn by Fox and the team of four linguists she accompanied on the expedition are disappointing. ABSL has a large vocabulary but makes no use of spatial morphology and has no verb agreement, apparently because it is "too new". More surprisingly, "the language seemed to lack phonology" and "holistic words serve the communicative needs of their users admirably". So we are asked to believe that we have a 'language' with some (minimal) syntax but no morphology and, amazingly, no phonology.
Fox's conclusion that "spontaneously, naturally and with no outside influence, the deaf villagers created a new human language" is overstated. ABSL seems to be not so much a language, as a pidgin that is being creolized under the pervasive influence of Israeli Sign Language. 
